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EBLIDA REMARKS:

• SDGs are NOT sort of accessory objectives for libraries, we can say that we always work linked with them.

• Sustainability in libraries and SDG projects are more than environmental projects.

• The 169 sub-objectives and 232 indicators of the 2030 Agenda can be managed as micro-policy objectives and can be implemented at sectoral level.

• SDGs in libraries can get a high and deep impact
**SDG-oriented Library projects-services**

1. **FIN DE LA POBREZA**
   - Literacy activities
   - Distributing food and other basic goods

2. **HAMBRE CERO**
   - Community information centres
   - Seed banks

3. **SALUD Y BIENESTAR**
   - Health information
   - Healthy practices
   - Partnerships with health authorities

4. **EDUCACIÓN DE CALIDAD**
   - Reading promotion
   - Digital Literacy
   - Open Access
SDG-oriented Library projects-services

5 IGUALDAD DE GÉNERO
- “showcases”
- “safe places”

6 AGUA LIMPIA Y SANEAMIENTO
- Campaigns
- Exhibitions

7 ENERGÍA ASEQUBILY NO CONTAMINANTE
- “Sustainable library”
- Awareness activities

8 TRABAJO DECENTE Y CRECIMIENTO ECONÓMICO
- Digital literacy
SDG-oriented Library projects-services

- LABs
- Makerspaces
- Digital Literacy

- Multicultural library
- Mobile services
- Special collections

- Smart Cities
- Democracy places
- Mobile services

- “showcases”
- proximity services
SDG-oriented Library projects-services

13 ACCIÓN POR EL CLIMA
14 VIDA SUBMARINA
15 VIDA DE ECOSISTEMAS TERRESTRES

Green Library  →  Sustainable Library
SDG-oriented Library projects-services

- Access to Information
- Quality information

- Collaboration
- Relations with other institutions /civil society
Library projects-services

- Digital skills
- Literacy
- Research
- Curation
- Community information
- Multicultural library
- Sustainable library
- Safe places
- Open access
- Awareness activities
- Makerspace
- Citizen science
- Mobile services
Library projects-services: 2030 Agenda perspective
Model library policies in implementing the 2030 Agenda

• Join forces from libraries (institutions, associations, organizations, ..)

• Focus in some SDGs

• Rethink library policy as an institutional engine designed to attain one SDG

• Try to local /regional level
Model library policies in implementing the 2030 Agenda

The EBLIDA Matrix

What is EBLIDA Matrix?

The EBLIDA Matrix is the EBLIDA contribution to the Europe 2030 Agenda. As the European Bureau of Library Associations, we are offering this service to European libraries – how to be involved in the implementation of the Europe 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

[Image of the EBLIDA Matrix]

- 1. NO POVERTY
- 2. ZERO HUNGER
- 3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
- 4. QUALITY EDUCATION
- 5. SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
- 6. CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
- 7. SUSTAINABLE GROWTH AND CONSUMPTION
- 8. SUSTAINABLE URBAN AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
- 9. RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
- 10. CLIMATE ACTION
- 11. LIFE ON LAND
- 12. LIFE UNDER WATER
- 13. RECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
- 14. INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
- 15. REDUCED INEQUALITIES
- 16. PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOAL
Library indicators and the 2030 Agenda

• Quantitative indicators/output

• ROI for libraries

• Impact studies to sustainability

• Data, data, data
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